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In most cases a multiplicative partially ordered system satisfies the ditributive
law: a(b\Jc)=ab\Jac (e.g. a lo-semigroup of the ideals in a ring, lo-semigroups
of the normal subgroups of a group, etc.). But there are more general examples
of multiplicative systems in each of which a weak distributive law: a(b\Jc)=
ab U ac U (ab)c is satisfied. The purpose of the present paper is to develop
the theory of normal chain and regular union of a partially ordered groupoid
satisfying the weak distributive law.
In § 1 we define a lattice ordered groupoid with some conditions and define
normal elements and a normal closure in this system and give their properties.
In §2 we treat a classification of our system M and show that the classified
system also satisfies the same conditions for M. In §3 we define a normal chain
in our system and give some results of the chain. In §4 we consider the
modularity of our system and give an extension of direct union, called a regular
union, and study some results of the union. In § 5 we show that the results of
the preceding sections are applicable to the family of subgroups of a group and
that of the ideals in commutative ring, and list the applied results.
The author is grateful to Professor K. Murata for his many valuable advices.
1. Definitions and elementary properties
Let M be a non-void set with the following five conditions (M1~M5).
Ml. M is a commutative groupoid,
M2. M is a complete (upper and lower) lattice,
M3. ab<a(jb for alia, b<=M,
M4. a(b U c)=ab (J ac U (ab)c, if bc<b or bc<c.
An element b of M is said to be normal with respect to a, or shortly a-normal,
if ba<b. For the greatest element e of M, an e-normal element of M is simply
said to be normal. We shall denote by N and N
a
 the set of all normal elements
of M and that of all α-normal elements of M respectively.
M5. (ab)c<(bc)a\j(ca)b holds for normal elements a, b and c.
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EXAMPLES. (1) Let @ be a set consisting of subgroups of a group G.
Then © satisfies the above conditions Ml, ••• , MS under the commutator-
product and the set-inclusion1 >. In this case normal subgroups of G are
normal elements of ©.
(2) The set 9ΐ consisting of the subrings of a commutative ring R satisfies
the above five conditions under the module-product and the set-inclusion.
In this case the multiplication is associative, and every ideal is evidently normal.
We shall list some elementary properties of M.
Proposition 1 . ( 1 ) a < b implies ac < be for all c e M.
(2) (άb)b < ab for all a, b e= M.
(3) N^N
a
 for every a of M.
(4) a(b U c)=ab U #£, if a is normal and b is c-normal.
(5) ab<aΓ\ b holds for a, b(=N.
(6) N is closed under the join, meet and multiplication.
Proof. For (1), since ab<a\jb=b (by M3), by using M4 we have bc=
(a U b)c=ac \jbc\J (ac)b>ac. For (2), since bb<b\J b=b, by using M4 we have
ab=a(bUb)=ab(Jab(j(ab)b=ab(J(ab)b, and hence ab>(ab)b. For (3), let b
be any element of TV, then b>be>ba (by (1)), hence we have b^N
a
. For (4),
since a is normal, we have ab<a (by (3)). Hence (ab)c<ac. Therefore we
obtain a(b\Jc)=ab\Jac)j(ab)c=ab(Jac. (5) is obvious. For (6), let a and b
be any two elements of N. Then we have e(a U b)=ea U eb< a U b. Hence a U b
^N. Since e(aΓ\b)<ea<a and similarly e(a Π b) < b, we have e(aΓlb)<aΓ\b.
Hence af}b<=N. By using 5 we have e(ab)<(ea)b\J(eb)a<ab{lab=ab. Hence
DEFINITION 1. The greatest lower bound of the set {x\x>a, xe<x} is
called a normal closure of «, and is denoted by a.
The normal closure has the following properties.
Proposition 2. (1) a is normal, (2) a<ά, (3) a<b implies a<b, (4) ά=a,
(5) a\Jb=a\jb, (6) ab<ab.
Proof. For (1), ^ = (inf {x\x> a, xe< x})e< inf {xe\x > a, xe<x}<
inf {x\x>a, xe<x}=a. (2), (3) and (4) are obvious. For (5), since ά U Ϊ is
normal (by Proposition 1 (6)), we have ά)jb = a\jb and hence a U b < a U b
=ά U b. On the other hand, since a \jb>ά and a \jb>b, we have a \jb>ά U b.
Hence we obtain a(Jb=ά\jb. For (6), Since άb is normal (by Proposition 1
(6)), we have ab<άb=άb.
Lemma 1. a [jab is b-normal for all <z,
1) See § 5 of this paper.
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Proof. By Proposition 1 (2) a(ab)<ab, and hence we have b(a)Jab)=
ba U b(ab) U (ab)(ab) =ab<a\Jab.
Theorem 1. If a U b=e, then ab is normal.
Proof. By Lemma 1 b (a U ab) < a U ab, and hence we have (ab)e =
(ab)(a U b)=(ab)(a U ab U b)=(ab)((a U flδ)Uδ)==(0i)(tf Uflδ)U (ab)bV((ab)(a[Jab))b.
Since a(ab)<ab, by using M4 we have (0δ) (α U ab)=a(ab) (J (ab)(ab) (J ((ab)a)(ab)
<ab(Jab)j(ab)(ab)=ab, and hence ((ab)(a\Jab))b<(ab)b<ab. Therefore we
obtain (ab)e<ab.
Theorem 2. #=# U ae for any a^M.
Proof. Since a<ά and ae<άe<a, we have a>a\Jae. On the other
hand, by Lemma 1 a U ae is normal. By the definition of the normal closure we
have ά< a U ae. Therefore we obtain a=a\Jae.
Corollary 3. // a U b=e, then ά=a U ab.
Proof. By Theorem 2 and M4 we have <2 — a\Jae = a\Ja(a (J b) =
a(Ja((a\Jab)(Jb)=a\Ja(a(Jab)Vab(J(a(a[Jab))b. Since a(ab)<ab, we have
β(α U ab)=aa U α(βft) U (aa)(ab)<a U fli. Since 0 U ab is i-normal (by Lemma 1),
we have (a(a (J ab))b<(a U ab)b<a U #£. Hence ά<a\Jab. On the other hand,
since ά=a\Jae we have <2>αU#δ. Therefore we obtain a=a\Jab.
Corollary 4. If a\Jb=e, a>n and an<n, then nl)ab is normal.
Proof. Since e and ab are normal, we have
e(n U ab) = en U e(ab) (by Proposition 1 (3))
<(a U % U αi = (^ U («* U b))n U «έ
= an U (fli U % U (an)(ab ) j b ) { J a b (by M4)
<n\j(ab\J b)n U w(^δ U b) U # & (because «τz < n)
= n\j(ab(jb)n\Jab = n(J (ab)n (jbn\J ((ab)n)b U ab (by M4)
= n\Jab (because ((ab)n)b<(ab)b<ab and nb<ab) .
Hence w U ab is normal.
2. A classification of M
Let a be an arbitrary fixed element of N. We now define an equivalence
relation of M by putting u~v(a), if u\Ja=v\Ja, where w, τ eΛf. It is easily
verified that this relation is stable for the join and the multiplication. That is,
~(β) is a congruence relation with respect to the join and the multiplication,
which is called an a-congruence relation of M , The ^-congruence class containing
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an element u is denoted by K
a
(u). The join and the multiplication of the classes
are defined by K
a
(u)\jK
a
(v)=K
a
(u \Jv) and K
a
(u)K
a
(v)=K
a
(uv) respectively.
Then the set M/a of the classes forms a partially ordered groupoid with the
following properties. (1) K
a
(u)=K
a
(a) if and only if u<a. (2) K
a
(u)<K
a
(v)
if and only if u<v U a. In particular, u < v implies K
a
(u) < K
a
(v). (3) K
a
(e)
and K
a
(a) are the greatest element and least element of M/a, respectively.
Lemma 2. (1) sup (K
a
(x
Λ
)} = K
a
(sup {X
Λ
}) .
Λ Λ
(2) inf{K
a
(Xa)} = Ka(inf{Xa{Ja}) .
Proof. (1) is obvious. For (2), put b=mf{x
Λ
 \J a}. Then, since b<x
Λ
 U a
a
for all α, we have K
a
(b)<K
a
(x
Λ
) (by (2) of the properties of Mjά). Suppose
that.K
a
(c) is any lower bound of the set {K
a
(x
Λ
)}. Then, we have K
a
(c)
<K
a
(x
Λ
) for all a, hence c<x
Λ
\Ja (again by the property (2) of M/a). From
this, we have c^inf {x
a
\Ja}=b. Thus K
a
(c}<K
a
(b). That is, K
a
(b) is the
Oί
greatest lower bound of the set {K
a
(x
Λ
)}.
Theorem 5. M/a satisfies the conditions
Proof. It is evident that M/a satisfies Ml, M2, M3 and M4. For MS, we
begin by showing that, if K
a
(u) is normal in M/a then u\Ja is normal in M.
Let K
a
(u) be normal, then we have K
a
((u\Ja)e)=K
a
(u\Ja)K
a
(e)=K
a
(u)K
Λ
(e)
<K
a
(u). Hence we obtain (u\Ja)e<u\Ja. Let K
a
(u), K
a
(v) and K
a
(w) be
normal, we have
(K
a
(u}K
a
(v))K
a
(w] = (K
a
(u U a)K
a
(v U a))K
a
(w U a)
= K
a
(((u]Ja)(v\Ja))(u>\Ja))
< K
a
(((u U d)(w U a))(v U Λ) U ((v U a)(w U a))(u U a)) (by MS)
= (K
a
(u)K
a
(w))K
a
(v) U (K
a
(v}K
a
(w)}K
a
(u) .
Lemma 3. K
a
(b) = K
a
(b} for all
Proof. Since K
a
(b) is normal, we have K
a
(b)<K
a
(b)=K
a
(ί). On the
other hand, put K
a
(b)=K
a
(c) then K
a
(b)<K
a
(c), and hence b<c\Ja. Since
K
a
(c) is normal in M/a, c\Ja is normal in M. Hence we have b < c U a.
Therefore we obtain K
a
(Έ)^K
Λ
(c\Ja)=K
a
(c)=K^S).
REMARK. It can be proved that if M is a modular lattice then so is M/a.
Theorem 6. Ifa)jb=ey then άb=ab.
2) The normality and the normal closure of elements of M\a are similarly defined as M.
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Proof. By Corollary 3, we have K^άb) = K-b(a)K^-b(b} = K^(a (j ab)
K^(b\Jab) = K^(ά)K^(b) = K^(ab), and hence άb<ab (because K-^b(άl} =
K^b(ab) is the least element in M/ab). On the other hand, by Proposition 2
(6) we have ab<άb.
Theorem 7. // \Jaf = e9 then \Jaras= \Jάrάs (r = 1, 2, ••• , n\ s= 1,
2, ...,„).
Proof. First we show that ά
λ
(a2\] ••• U #„)< \Jaras. By Theorem 6,
_ _
we have a1(ά2\J \Jάn)=a1(a2\J \JaH)=aί(a2\J \Jan). Put a3
then we have
*ιto U £2) = flito U to&2 U £2))
- a,a2 U έφA U i2) U (*A)(*A U *2) (by M4)
^2 U ^ ι(«2*2 U b2) U (a^(a^)2 U *2)
= 0^2 U ^ ι(^Λ) U aj)2 U (al(a2b2))b2<a^a2 U «2δ2 U #A .
Hence we have a1(a2\jb2)<a1a2\Ja2b2\Jalb2=a1a2]Ja2b2]Jalb2. Let us assume
that ΛitoU ••• UΛ
Λ
)= U a
r
a
s
\j(\Jagbk)9 where bk = ak+1\J ••• U0* Since
rφs , =ι
U Λ, *Ar = U Λ, (Λ
Λ
M U *A+I) < U to 0^+1 U Λ, δ*+ι U <z*+i δ
Λ+1)= U Λ; ak+l U U
we have ^(α2U ••• (Jan)= U Λ r Λ * U ( LlΛ f6Λ + 1). Putting k=n—l we have
rφs , =1
0ι to U U Λj < U 0
r
«5. Similarly we obtain #,-(#! U U 0, _ι U «, +ι U * U #«)
r=
Γ
ΐL
< U a^ά
s
. Since U^^-^toU U^U - U^^U U^ -αU^+iU U
» φ* rφ«
r=l,* = l _
^J U ••• U^M(«ι U ••• U^w-ι), we obtain U^A< U<W On the other hand, by
_
using Proposition 2(6) we have \Ja
r
a
s
> \Ja
r
a
s
.
rφs rφί
3. Normal chain
In this and the next sections, we shall assume that ao=o for any element a
of M and the least element o of M and that (sup X)n=sup(Xn) for any subset
X of N and any element n of Λf.
DEFINITION 2. The chain {0(0), βcl), ••• , cf n~l\ (£n\ •••} with a^=ά and
a^^a^
n
~
l)
e is called a minimal normal chain of α determind by £ (shortly a-e-
chain).Ύhε chain {^ , <z Pi, ... , a^\ a w,-} with α^=α and α^^α^1^
is called an a-a-chain.
The following properties are immediate.
(1) αw is normal and «(M)>«(W+1) for every whole number n.
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(2) «[M] is fl-normal and #[M] > α[M+1] for every whole number n.
Theorem 8. ( U Λ, )C^= U a^ for any
Proof. By Proposition 2 (5) (\Jai)^=\Jai=\jai=\Jai(p\ Hence the
, = 1 ί=l j=3 t = l
theorem holds for p=0. Let us assume that the theorem holds for ρ=k—l.
Then we have ( (j atf*> =( U aft^e =( U a^'^e = U (a^'^e) = U tf, CA0. This
»==! ί=l , = 1 ί = l ι=l
completes the proof.
Theorem 9. e [p~^a<a^ for any a<=M.
Proof. If p=ίy this is trivial. Let us now assume that this holds for
p=k — 1. Then we have
1)β (by MS)
U a^'^e (by the assumption)
<(0CD)c*-i> u
 a
^ = a^ U ^  = ^  .
This completes the proof.
Theorem 10. // (j Λ,.=β, then ( U α
r
05)c*°=( U arasγ\
, =1 rφs rφs
Proof. This is easily verified by the induction on p.
DEFINITION 3. The least upper bound of the set {x\ xe= o, x^N} is called
an annίhίlator of e. A chain o=cQ < c± < c2 < < cn < is called an upper normal
chain, if c
n
 is normal and KCn(cn+l) is an annihilator of KCn(e) in M\cn for every
whole number n.
Lemma 4. Let a be an annίhίlator of e. Then the equality ae=o holds.
Proof. Since a is normal (by the definition of the annihilator), ae =
(sup {x\xe=o, #e!./V})e— sup {xe}=o (by the assumption of this section).
Theorem 11. Let o=c0<cl<c2< <cn< be an upper normal chain.
Then (c
n
)w=o, and if a^=o for some a^M then a<c
n
.
Proof. We show that c^<c
n
_k. Since KCn_ι(cn) is an annihilator of
K^e), we have ^.
ι
(^')
=
^(i_ι(V)=^_ι(CB)^;n_ι(e)=^o_1(ί:M_1) Hence
we obtain c^<c
n
_1. Let us assume that Cn~
l
^<c
n
_k+1. Then we have
c™=c«-^e<c£lk+i<cn_k. Therefore we obtain C™<CQ=O if k=n.
For the second part of the theorem, we show that ck>a<
 n
~
k:>
. By the
assumption αw=αcn~1^=o, we have K
c
^
n
-^)KCQ(e)=KCQ(o). Since K^fa)
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is an annihilator of KCQ(e), by the definition of the annihilator we have K^fa)
>KCo(a^n-^). This shows that c^>c^a^^\ and hence cλ>a^\ Let us
assume that ch^>a^~
k
^\ Then, since a^-k+^=a^n~k)e we have X^fok-i)
>:KCk_l(aζ n"k:>)KCk_l(e). Since XCA_1(c jk) is an annihilator of KCk_^(e\ we have
KCk_ι(cΛ)>KCΛ_1(aϊn'-*>). Hence C*=CΛ U ck^>a^n~k\ Putting k=ny we obtain
c
n
>a^0:>—a>a, as desired.
DEFINITION 4. An element α is said to be nίlpotent if a [Λ]=o for some
positive integer n. An element # is said to be semi-nίlpotent if there exists a finite
chain a=a0>a1>a2> >an=o with fl, _ι0f _ι>fl f (/=!, 2, ••• , w).
Proposition 3. (1) If a is nίlpotent, then a is semί-nίlpotent.
(2) //" £ w nίlpotent, then a is nίlpotent for all a^M and Kb(e) is nίlpotent
inM/bforallb^N.
Proof. (1) If a is nilpotent, then a = a^ > a™ > ••• > aw = o and
0[l'~1]izcf~1]<flflif'~1]=fl[/1. Therefore α is semi-nilpotent.
(2) Since aW<e™ and (^(^))t^-^(^tO), this is obvious.
Theorem 12. If e(φo) w nίlpotent, then the annihilator of e is not o.
Proof. Suppose that eίnΊ=o for some positive integer n. Then e^=o
and ^[ί"~ι:ιφo for some / (l<i<n). Since ^/~1^=^ί'i=o, eli~1Ί precedes the
annihilator of e.
4. Regular unions
In this section we shall assume the following condition.
M6. If b<a(Jc and ac<a or ac<c, then b<(a(\ (b\Jc)) (_)(cΓ( ( a ) j b ) ) for
a, b,
Lemma 5. If a)Jc=b\Jc, aΓic=bΓ\c, a<b and ac<a, then a=b.
Proof. Since b<a\Jc and ac<a, by M6 we have b<(aΓ\ (b \J c)) \J (c Γ\
(a\jb))=(aΓ\(a\Jc))\j(cΓ(b)=a\j(aΓlc)=a. Hence we obtain a=b.
Lemma 6. If a and c are b-normal and a<c, then a (J (b Π c)=(a \J b) Π c.
Proof. Put a'=a(j(bΓ\c), b'=(a\jb)Γ(c and c'=b. Then, since a(bΠc)
<ab<a, by M4 we have a'c'=(a U ( δ Π c))b=ab\jb(bΓ[ c) \j(ab)(bΓi c). Since
a and b Π ί: are i-normal, ab<a and i(ό Π c) < b Π c, and we have a(b Γic)<abΓ\ac
<aΓ(c. Therefore a'c' < a ( j ( b Γ \ c ) ) j ( a Γ \ c ) = a)J(bn c)=a'. And we have
a'\Jc'=b'\Jc'9 a'Γic
f
=b'Γicf and a1 ' <bl '. Hence by using Lemma 5, we
obtain a'=b'.
DEFINITION 5. A finite number of elements aly a2, ••• , an of Mis said to be
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normally independent, if afΓ\ (a1 U ••• U^ _ι U<VM U ••• U#«)=0 f°r *=1, 2, ••• , n.
DEFINITION 6. An element b is called a regular union of 0
:
, #2, ••• , #w, and is
denoted by b=al U
C
*^ 2U
C J W
'" U(/?)««, if δ=«ιU« 2U U«« and if β15 az, — , an
are normally independent.
An element b is called a &-/A nilpotent union of α1? Λ2, ••• , #M, and is denoted
by b=a, U C*>Λ2 U
 c
*>- U C*X, if b=a, U C*X U CΛ)- U C*X and if (\ja
r
aj*>=o
but (U«rβ*)c*"1)=t=0 (r> ί==l> 2» ••' > w) In particular, 0-th nilpotent union is
rφ*
called a direct union.
An element έ is called a /r#e wm'ow of ΛJ, «2, ••• , any and is denoted by
i=Λ 1U
C F )
Λ 2U
C F )
— U^Λ,,, if 6 = Λ 1 U
C Λ )
Λ 2 U
C J e )
 -U C Λ ) Λ
Λ
 and if (U<M,)cm)Φo
and ( \Ja
r
ά
s
Ym^( \Jά
r
ά
s
γ
m
~
ί:>
 for every whole number m.
Lemma 7. U«
r
^<«ιU ••• Uβ/-ιU^ +ιU ••• U«
w
 (r, J=l , 2, ••• , n) for
eachί(\<ί<n). '**
Proof. Since ά
r
άi<a
r
 and ά
r
ά
s
<a
r
\Jά
s
, we have \Jά
r
ά
s
=a
ί
ai U ••• U
rφs
U ••• U ά
n
&i U ( U άrάs)^^ U — U ^  _ι U άi+1 U — U an =
Lemma 8. //" ίA^ elements a^a^
 yan are normally independent and
cf (/=!, 2, ••• , n), ίλtfw q, c2J ••• , ^M «r^ normally independent.
Proof. ^ Π f e U - U^. ιUc
ί + 1 U - U^)<β, n(^U - U^ - x U ^ +i U
Lemma 9. // ίAe elements a19 a2y ••• , #M ^r^ normally independent and
c< (Jά
r
a
s
, then K
c
(a\ K
c
(aλy •••, Kc(an) are normally independent, where
r^s
Proof. We have
K
e
(at) Π (Ke(oi) U - U Kcfalj U"C(«ί+ι) U
= #,(*,) n (^ (50 u - u ^ (^ -0 u ^ c(5ί+1) u
(by Proposition 2 (5) and Lemma 3)
= K
e
((ai\Jc)Γ((ά1 U - U«ί-ι Uβί+i U - U^M Uθ) (bY Lemma 2)
c) Π ( ^ U - U Λ ί - i U Λ ί + Γ ϋ U^)) (by Lemma 7)
- J^
c
(c U (at Π (^U U ^ U t f m U UO)) (by Lemma 6)
= K
e
(c\Jo) = K
e
(c\.
Theorem 13. // \j^
ai = b9 ^<^ (ί = l, 2, ••• , Λ
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Proof. This is obvious by Lemma 8.
Theorem 14. // \j^a~b andc<Uά
r
ά
sy then U^K^a^K^b).
ι=l rφs , = l
Proof. This is obvious by Lemma 9.
Theorem 15. I f a \ J ^R:>b=e and a is normal, then a U ^b=e and b is normal.
Proof. Since άύ<aΓib=aΓ\b=o, we have a\J^b=e. And we have
be<b(a\jb)=ab\jbb\j(ab)b<b (because ab=o). Hence b is normal.
Theorem 16. // U ^ a~ b, then U *\K( u ά
r
a
s
^(ai)}=K( u aras
» = 1 ί=l rφs rφs
Proof. Put c = (\ja
r
a
s
γ
k\ Then, by Theorem 14 \JCR)(K
c
(a{)) =
__
And we have ( \JK^)K^)^ = (( . ( \ j K^)K
K
c
(((-([ja
r
a
s
)e)-)e))=K
c
(([ja
r
a)^)=K
c
(c), but we have
rφs rdfS
=KC(( U arάsγk-^)φK(c). This completes the proof.
rφs
Corollary 17. // c*X =ό, en u «
r
α
s
«,-= u
, =1 , =1 rφs rφs
Proof. This is obvious by Theorem 16.
Theorem 18. // a\J^b=e and a=\Jaiy then (U άras\^=
»=1 rdf.s
for p>k— 1, where άϊ^a^aia (/=!, 2, ••• , w).
Proof. By Corollary 4 α? U «έ is normal and a{ < a* U <zi, and hence
we have tft <tf?U^ By using Proposition 1 (4) and M4, we have \jaras<
rφ*
U ((« U β*)(^? U 0*)H U ((^  U ab)ά« U (β? U ab)(ab)}= U (< ?^ U <α6) U («δ?) (β*)
rφ5
U (5? U α6)(Λδ)) <\J(&&: U (0*) *) - ( U α?άj) U (ab)e. By using Theorem 8, we
have ( U άa
r
ά
a
s
)^ < ( U ά
r
ά
s
)^ < ( U Oί&ί U (βft)*)c» - ( U fi?βϊ)w U
rφs rφs rφs
)
 (because (fli)c*5 = o). This completes the
rφί rφs
proof.
Theorem 19. // (J ^  <*i=e, then e[k~l\ U a
r
ά
s
)=o.
, =ι rφ*
Proof. By using Theorem 9, we have eίk~^( U a
r
ά
s
)<( U ά
r
a
s
\^=o.
rφ* rφ^
Theorem 20. // « U ^b=e, then άwb=o
Proof. We shall show that a^b<(abγp\ Since «&= αδ (by Theorem 6),
we have ά^b=άb=ab=(abγ°\ Let us assume that a^~^b<(ab)cp~l\ Then
we have
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-
1
^ U (tf[/> ~1]5)tf (by using MS)
p
-^ U (abyt-^e (by the assumption)
)
 U (tf &)c/0 (by Theorem 9)
Putting p=k, we obtain
5. Applications
(1) Application to groups
Let G be any group and let A19 A2, ••• , An be a finite number of subgroups
of G. The following notations will be used:
[A19 A2]', the commutator subgroup of Al and A29
{A
ί9 A29 ••• , Ar) the subgroup which is generated by Aly A29 ••• , An,
A19 the normal subgroup which is generated by Aί9
{[A
r
, A
s
]} the subgroup which is generated by all commutator subgroups
[A
rί
 A
s
] rφί, r, j=l, 2, •-• , ny
_ P
\ the commutator subgroup [[•••[[^ Ϊ1, G], G], •••], G],
_ P
\ the commutator subgroup [[---[[A, Λ], Λ], —]> A],
; tne intersection of ^  and A2.
Lemma 10. Let A, B and C be any subgroups of a group G. Then A, B
and C have the following properties:
(1) [A,B\=[B,A],
(2) [A,B\^{A,B},
(3) // [B, C]^By then [A, {By C}] = {[A, B], [A, C], [[A, B], C]},
(4) // A, B and C are normal subgroups of G, then [[A, B], C] c [[B, C]A]
[[C, A]B\,
(5) IfB^{A, C} and [A, C]^Ay then B^{A/\{B, C}, C /\{A, B}}.
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (4) are well-known. For (3), since [B, C]^B,
for any elements b^B and c<= C there exists an element b'^B such that bc=cb'.
Therefore the generator of the commutator subgroup [{B, C}, A] can be
represented in the form [be, a], where a<=A, b<=By c^C. And we have [be, a]
= [ft, a][[b, a], φ, a]. Hence [be, a] belongs to {[B, A], [C, A], [[B, A], C]}.
Thus [{5, C}, A]<^{[B, A], [C, A], [[B, A], C]}. On the other hand, we have
[[6, Λ], c] = [a, b] [be, a] [a, c], hence [[b, a], e] belongs to [{B, C}, A]. The
generator of the commutator subgroup [[B, A], C] can be represented in the form
[M! u2 ••• um, c]9 where u{ are of the form [δz , αf ], ^z e^4, 6,-e-B (/=!, 2, ••• , m).
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Since [u^- Un, c}=(u^"U^-vc-^u2>"Umc=(u^u2 "U^
where u1u2 "Um and c~
1
uic belong to [{B, C}, A], \μ^uz ~um, c] belongs to
[{£, C},A], and hence [[B, A], C] c [{£, C}, A]. Therefore we obtain
[{B, C}, A] = {[B, A], [C, A], [[B, A], C]}. For (5), let b be any element
of B. Then there exist two elements a^A and c^C such that b=ac. Since
a=bc~1 and c=a~lb, we have βe^4Λ{£, C}, c<=C Λ{A B}. Thus b belongs
to {A/\{B, C}, CΛ{A B}}. Hence we have B^{Af\{B, C}, CΛ{A 5}}.
(2) is obvious.
By Lemma 10, the results of the preceding sections are applicable to groups.
That is, the results in §§ 1 and 2 illustrate the properties of the subgroups (general
subgroups, normal subgroups, commutator subgroups, etc.) and factor-groups
of a group. The results in §§3 and 4 can be applied to the theory of solvable
groups and nilpotent groups and theory of direct products, free products, regular
products and k-th nilpotent products3) of the subgroups.
We shall list briefly the applied results.
( 1 ) If {A, A2} = G, then [A19 A] = [A7A] = [A> Λ]
( 2 ) A=A[A, G] for any subgroup A of G.
( 3 ) If {A, A,} = G, then A=A[A, 4J
( 4 ) If{Al9A^ = G and N is a normal subgroup of Al then N[A19 A2] is a
normal subgroup of G.
( 5 ) If {A, A,-,AJ = G, then {\A^Q} = {[A,9 As]}.
( 6 ) {A, A, - , A
Λ
}»>={AP, AΪ\...,AX»}.
( 7 ) [G[/>'1], ^4] C24C» for any subgroup A of G.
( 8 ) If G={4, A,-,Λ}, then {[A, A]}C*M[Λ, Λ]}w
( 9 ) Let Z0=l ^Z^Z2^ ••• c^Znci ••• be an increasing central chain of G,
where 1 is a unit group. Then (ZM)CW)=1, and if A^=l for some subgroup
A of Gthen^cZ
Λ
.
(10) The center of any nilpotent group is not the unit group.
(11) If G is a regular product of its subgroups A and B, and A is a normal
subgroup of G, then G is a direct product of A and B, and B is a normal subgroup
of G.
(12) If G is a &-th nilpotent product of its subgroups A and B and
A={A19 A, •- , Λ}> then {[Ar, Άjp^fl^S ^]}c/>), where Af are the normal
subgroups of A which are generated by A (*"=!> 2, ••• , w).
(13) If G is a k-th nilpotent product of its subgroups A> A2, ••• , An, then
[G[*~1], {[A, Λ]}] is a unit group.
(14) If G is a k-th nilpotent product of its subgroups A and 5, then \Awy B]
is a unit group.
The proofs are obvious by the following correspondences
(3) Cf. 1.
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( ! ) < = > Theorems 1 and 6, ( 2 ) <=> Theorem 2, ( 3 ) <=> Corollary 3,
( 4 ) <=> Corollary 4, ( 5 ) <=* Theorem 7, ( 6 ) <=> Theorem 8,
( 7 ) <=> Theorem 9, ( 8 ) *=> Theorem 10, ( 9 ) <=* Theorem 11,
(10) ^  Theorem 12, (11) <=> Theorem 15, (12) ^  Theorem 18,
(13) ^> Theorem 19, (14) « Theorem 20.
(2) Applicaton to commutative rings
Let R be any commutative ring with or without unity quantity and let
A!, A2y ••• , An be a finite number of subrings of R. The following notations
will be used:
{A, A> ••• , ^4M} the subring which is generated by Aly A2y ••• , Any
AA> the module-product of A and A29
A; the ideal in R which is generated by A>
m
It is easily verified that the set 9Ϊ consisting of the subrings of a ring R
satisfies the conditions ML — 'MS in §1. Hence the results of the preceding
sections can be applied to the set 5R.
We shall list briefly the appied results.
( l ) if {A, 4J=Λ, then AA=AA=AA
( 2 ) A = {A, AR} for any subring A of R.
( 3 ) If {A, AH#> then A={A, AA}.
( 4 ) If {A, A}=^ and B is an ideal of A, then {5, A A) is an ideals in #.
( 5 ) Let {A A} be a subring which is generated by all module-products
A, A., rφί, r, ί=l, 2, - , n. If {A, A, - , AH}=R, then {AA}-{ΛA}{A, A,
( 7 ) If {A, A, - , A
n
}=R, then {AA}m-{AA}w, ^Φ^, r, ί=l, 2, - , n.
The proofs are obvious by the following correspondences;
( 1 ) <^ Theorems 1 and 6, ( 2 ) ^  Theorem 2, ( 3 ) <=> Corollary 3,
( 4 ) <=* Corollary 4, ( 5 ) <^ > Theorem 7, (6) <=* Theorem 8,
( 7 ) <=> Theorem 10.
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